Apperceptive agnosia due to carbon monoxide poisoning. An interpretation based on critical band masking from disseminated lesions.
Apperceptive visual agnosia is normally held to be a specific deficit in 'apperception' - a hypothetical postsensory stage in visual processing. This paper describes the investigation of a patient diagnosed as suffering from a classical apperceptive agnosia resulting from carbon monoxide poisoning. Controlled behavioural testing confirmed the apparent agnosia but revealed that he could be trained to make a number of visual discriminations which had not been apparent from routine clinical examination and that he suffered a number of subtle sensory impairments which likewise had not hitherto been apparent. Evoked potential recording to grating patterns showed a complex pattern of brain responses involving interactions between spatial frequency, orientation and hemisphere recorded from. The data suggested that the agnosia was caused by sensory impairments rather than a deficit in apperception. We proposed that the impairments were caused by loss of certain spatial frequency and orientation information but rejected an interpretation based on the concept of processing channels in favour of one based on object contour masking by a peppery field defect caused by disseminated lesions. This interpretation received some support from fine grain static perimetry, contrast sensitivity function measurement and orientation discrimination in the two hemifields. Qualitatively similar results were obtained in normal subjects whose field was artificially masked. The results have implications for theories of visual agnosia and for theories of vision based on the concept of processing channels.